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We introduce and analyze σ -local graphs, based on a deﬁnition of locality by Erickson
[J. Erickson, Local polyhedra and geometric graphs, Computational Geometry: Theory and
Applications 31 (1–2) (2005) 101–125]. We present two algorithms to construct such
graphs, for any real number σ > 1 and any set S of n points. These algorithms run in time
O (σ dn+n logn) for sets in Rd and O (n log3 n log logn+ k) for sets in the plane, where k is
the size of the output.
For sets in the plane, algorithms to ﬁnd the minimum or maximum σ such that the
corresponding graph has properties such as connectivity, planarity, and no-isolated vertex
are presented, with complexities in O (n logO (1) n). These algorithms can also be used to
eﬃciently construct the corresponding graphs.
© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
We consider here proximity graphs [15], also called neighborhood graphs. Such graphs are deﬁned on a ﬁnite set S of
points in Rd (where the dimension d is constant) used as the vertices of the graph and there exists an edge between any
two vertices if they are close in some sense. The proximity can be measured for instance by the Euclidean distance between
these vertices, the distance to other vertices of the graph, or the number of other vertices in a given neighborhood.
A graph is σ -local [12] if for every edge, there exists a ball around each of its endpoints not containing any other vertex.
If the distance between the endpoints of an edge is denoted by d, the balls must have a radius of at least d/σ . We introduce
a new parameterized family of proximity graphs: a σ -local graph on a given set of points is the maximal graph fulﬁlling the
σ -local property for all its edges. We deﬁne this formally in the next section.
Proximity graphs are well studied; a survey of Jaromczyk and Toussaint [15] discusses many of them, such as rela-
tive neighborhood graphs [2,15], Gabriel graphs [13], β-skeletons [17], and rectangular inﬂuence graphs [14]. The Θ-graphs
[16,24] and γ -neighborhood graphs [23] are other examples. Among these, some deﬁnitions encompass families of prox-
imity graphs. For instance, the β-skeletons form a parameterized family, in which the proximity deﬁnition depends on a
parameter β .
Previous work on proximity graphs traditionally consisted in the introduction of one or more graph families, followed by
different contributions analyzing their properties and applications. For instance, in [18] the properties of the Gabriel graphs
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natural opposite approach does not seem to have been widely investigated: to try to ﬁnd a practical method which, given
desired graph properties, constructs a corresponding proximity graph. A ﬁrst step towards the deﬁnition of customizable
proximity graphs given a list of desirable properties was proposed in [9].
The aim of this work is to ﬁnd a family of graphs which is easy to deﬁne, and where the choice of the parameter σ
leads to different interesting properties, such as planarity, connectivity, etc. σ -local graphs fulﬁll these requirements nicely
for different reasons: ﬁrst their deﬁnition seems natural, because when σ = 1, σ -local graphs are equivalent to nearest
neighbor graphs [11]; we will prove that ﬁnding the extremal values of σ for which the aforementioned properties are
present can be achieved in O (n logO (1) n) time4; and moreover, we will show that they can be constructed eﬃciently.
Related works
Originally, Erickson [12] introduced this deﬁnition of σ -locality as a realistic input model for non-convex polyhedra. In
general, collision detection for non-convex polyhedra, as well as Boolean operations on these polyhedra are costly operations.
By enforcing the input to be σ -local, Erickson showed that Boolean combinations of two (σ -local) polyhedra deﬁned by n
vertices in Rd can be performed in O (n logn) time.
We provide the ﬁrst approaches to ﬁnd the extremal values of σ ensuring some properties, which can be used to
simplify the input. Having a lower value for σ is important in practice, because the complexities in Erickson’s work are
actually heavily inﬂuenced by σ (which, in [12], is used as a constant, and thus hidden in the O ()-notation).
This work is of course strongly related to the tremendous literature on proximity graphs. And, as mentioned above, it
is related in particular to the approach initiated with empty region graphs [9], which consists in deﬁning the proximity
constraint based on properties we want for the resulting graph. The main difference between empty region graphs and
σ -local graphs is that the formers ensure that a proximity constraint will guarantee a property for every set of vertices;
while here we propose algorithms to determine the extremal value of σ for the given property to be satisﬁed on a given
set of vertices.
If this work might resemble previous works on geometric graphs, we think that the motivation here is different. The
abundance of knowledge on proximity graphs has a drawback: if, for some application, one wants to ﬁnd a family of graphs
with a given list of required properties, all the literature must be reviewed to check what property is guaranteed by what
graph family. Our work aims at simplifying this process.
Outline
In Section 2 we formally deﬁne σ -local graphs and give examples. Section 3 presents algorithms to construct σ -local
graphs for a given σ . Different approaches are proposed depending on the value of σ and on the dimension.
Section 4 presents different algorithms to test if, given a set of points and a parameter σ , the corresponding σ -local
graph contains isolated vertices, if it is connected, and if it is plane when the edges are embedded as straight line segments.
We provide algorithms which actually ﬁnd the optimal σ , i.e., the minimum or maximum value ensuring these properties.
2. Deﬁnitions
The following deﬁnition was proposed by Jeff Erickson [12]. Let N(v) denote the set of neighbors of a vertex v in the
graph G . We denote the Euclidean distance between two points p and q by |pq|.
Deﬁnition 1. A geometric graph G(S, E) is σ -local if its local stretch σ(G) is less than a ﬁxed parameter σ and its global
stretch Σ(G) is bounded from above by a ﬁxed polynomial in the number of vertices, where
σ(v) = maxu∈N(v) |uv|
minu∈S\{v} |uv|
σ(G) = max
v∈S σ(v)
Σ(G) = maxuv∈E |uv|
minuv∈E |uv|
Intuitively, this means that in every σ -local graph, there exists an edge between a pair of vertices (p,q) only if the two
balls centered at p and q with radius |pq|/σ are empty, and the maximum ratio between the length of any pair of edges is
bounded. This is equivalent to requiring that all edges pq satisfy |pq| σ ·min(Wp,Wq), where the weight Wp of a point p
is the distance to its nearest neighbor; see Fig. 1.
Erickson used this deﬁnition of σ -locality as a realistic input model. The polynomial bound on Σ(S) is needed for the
analysis of complexities in [12], we will not consider it here.
4 The exponent is a small constant. For instance, checking if a graph is connected can be achieved in O (n log7 n) time.
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Fig. 2. σ -local graphs for parameters 1 and 2.
We propose a new family of proximity graphs using the same deﬁnition of locality:
Deﬁnition 2. Let S be a set of n points in Rd , and let σ  1 be a real number. The σ -local graph of S , denoted by Gσ (S), is
deﬁned to be the graph with vertex set S and edge set E , where (p,q) is in E if and only if
(1) the ball with center p and radius |pq|/σ does not contain any point of S \ {p,q} in its interior, and
(2) the ball with center q and radius |pq|/σ does not contain any point of S \ {p,q} in its interior.
This corresponds to a proximity graph using the pair of balls centered at p and q with radius |pq|/σ as an exclusion
region [9] for the edge pq: there exists an edge if and only if the exclusion region is empty. Some examples of σ -local
graphs are given by Fig. 2.
3. Construction of Gσ (S)
In this section we show how to eﬃciently construct the corresponding σ -local graph given a set of vertices and a
value σ .
We can easily construct σ -local graphs as follows: using Vaidya’s algorithm [22], we compute, for each point p in S , its
weight Wp (the distance to its nearest neighbor). This can be done in O (n logn) time in any constant dimension. Then, we
can test all possible edges in O (n2) time, and keep only the ones satisfying the σ -local condition. In the remainder of this
section, we propose two sub-quadratic algorithms: one whose complexity depends on σ , and a second whose complexity
depends on the size of the graph.
The main idea is to avoid to test all edges. In the ﬁrst algorithm, we use the well-separated pair decomposition to
rapidly ﬁnd candidate edges, and in the second one we combine circular range queries and an ad-hoc data-structure to get
an eﬃcient algorithm.
Note that we do not consider the case where σ = 1, as this has been studied before in the context of nearest neighbor
graphs [11].
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The ﬁrst algorithm we present is valid for any real number σ > 1 and in any (constant) dimension d. However the
running time is interesting only if σ d is much smaller than n. We propose a more eﬃcient solution for the other case in
the next subsection, but only for sets of points in the plane.
Given a separation ratio α, two point sets are well-separated if they can be enclosed in two spheres of radius ρ such that
the distance between the two spheres is at least ρα. Given a set S of n points in Rd , a well-separated pair decomposition
[8] is a set of m = O (αdn) pairs of sets of points {Ai, Bi} such that:
• For all p and q in S , there exists a unique value of 1 i m for which p ∈ Ai and q ∈ Bi .
• For 1 i m, Ai and Bi are well-separated (and in particular, Ai and Bi are disjoint sets for every i).
Let σ > 1 and consider a well-separated pair decomposition {Ai, Bi} with separation ratio 2σ . We obtain the following
lemma:
Lemma 3. Let (p,q) be an edge in Gσ (S), and let i be the index such that p ∈ Ai and q ∈ Bi . Then both Ai and Bi are singleton sets.5
Proof. Assume that Ai contains a point r of S with r = p. Since the sets Ai and Bi are well-separated, there exist balls C
and C ′ having the same radius ρ , such that Ai ⊆ C , Bi ⊆ C ′ , and the distance between C and C ′ is at least 2σρ . Since p and
r are both contained in C , we have |pr| 2ρ . On the other hand, since p ∈ C and q ∈ C ′ , we have |pq| 2σρ . By combining
these inequalities, it follows that |pr| |pq|/σ , contradicting the fact that (p,q) is an edge in the σ -local graph Gσ (S). 
Theorem 4. The σ -local graph Gσ (S) for a point set S inRd containing n points and a given σ can be constructed in O (σ d n+n logn)
time.
Proof. As described above, using Vaidya’s algorithm [22], we compute, for each point p in S , its weight Wp (the distance
to its nearest neighbor). This can be done in O (n logn) time in any constant dimension.
Using Callahan and Kosaraju’s algorithm [8], we compute a well-separated pair decomposition {Ai, Bi}, 1 i m, for S ,
with separation ratio 2σ , where m = O (σ dn). This is achieved in O (n logn + σ dn) time.
Then, we compute the index set I consisting of all indices i such that both Ai and Bi are singleton sets, in O (σ dn) time.
We initialize an empty edge set E . For each i ∈ I , let pi and qi be the points of S such that Ai = {pi} and Bi = {qi}. We
add the edge (pi,qi) to E if and only if both Wpi and Wqi are at most |piqi |/σ . This step takes O (σ dn) time.
The algorithm ﬁnishes by returning the graph G = (S, E), which, by Lemma 3 is the σ -local graph Gσ (S). 
This also shows that the σ -local graph of S contains O (σ dn) edges. This upper bound is only meaningful if σ d = o(n).
3.2. Large ﬁxed σ and d = 2
We present here an algorithm which is eﬃcient for point sets in the plane.
Theorem 5. The σ -local graph Gσ (S) for a point set S in R2 containing n points and a given σ can be constructed in
O (n log3 n log logn + k) time, where k is the number of edges in the resulting graph.
Proof. For each point p ∈ S , we want to compute all q ∈ S , such that
(1) σWp  |pq|, and
(2) σWq  |pq|.
That is, for each point p we want to ﬁnd all points q such that the balls of radius |pq|/σ around both p and q are empty.
In this way, we obtain all edges (p,q) that are incident on p. Let p = (p1, p2) and q = (q1,q2). We denote by Sp,< and Sp,>
the sets of points {q ∈ S | Wq Wp} and {q ∈ S | Wq > Wp}, respectively. We have to analyze two subproblems:
(1) Given p, ﬁnd the points q in Sp,> such that σWp  |pq|.
(2) Given p, ﬁnd the points q in Sp,< such that σWq  |pq|.
However, since the graph is undirected we do not have to consider both cases. For every edge pq in Gσ (S), Wp Wq or
Wp Wq . Thus, an edge will be constructed when we consider its endpoint with lower weight and we only have to solve
subproblem (1).
5 Note that the converse of this lemma is, in general, not true.
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We store the points of S at the leaves of a balanced binary search tree, sorted by their weights. At each node u of
this tree, we store a secondary data structure as outlined below. The depth of the tree is O (logn), and at each level, the
canonical sets represent exactly n vertices divided into disjoint sets.
Given a query point p, we want to ﬁnd all q ∈ Sp,> such that σWp  |pq|. We search in the tree for p. The search path
partitions the set of all q with Wp Wq into O (logn) canonical nodes. (These are the right children of nodes on the path
in which the path moves to the left child, see Fig. 3.)
For each canonical node u, we want to ﬁnd all points q in the subtree of u for which σWp  |pq|. These are all points q
that are in the circle with center p and radius σWp . So we store at u a data structure that supports these queries. Thus,
given the data structure, the time to construct the σ -local graph is O (n logn) times the time for answering circular range
reporting queries.
Aggarwal, Hansen, and Leighton [3] provide a data-structure that supports circular range reporting queries in O (logn+k)
time where k is the number of items reported. The structure can be built in O (n log2 n log logn) time and uses O (n logn)
space.
Since the primary tree has O (logn) levels, and since the secondary data structures are disjoint and each level encom-
passes a linear number of nodes, the total time complexity to construct Gσ (S) is thus O (n log
3 n log logn + k). 
4. Testing properties of Gσ (S)
In this section, we test properties of σ -local graphs for a given value of σ and point set S . We also propose algorithms
to ﬁnd the threshold value of that parameter to satisfy the given property on that particular set.
4.1. No isolated vertex
A natural question when we want to analyze a graph is to determine if vertices are always part of connected compo-
nents, or if they are isolated. Given a set of vertices, another view of the problem is to ﬁnd the smallest σ such that the
corresponding graph contains no isolated vertex.
Theorem 6. Given a set S of n points in R2 , the σ -local graph Gσ (S) with lowest σ such that Gσ (S) contains no isolated vertex can
be constructed in O (n log5 n) time.
Proof. To ﬁnd the smallest value of σ , we look at all the vertices and determine which value of σ connects them to another
vertex in the graph. As we want to check if some vertex is isolated, we must consider both ends of each edge and not only
the endpoint with lowest weight as we did in Theorem 5.
We describe the solution in three phases. First we show the preprocessing phase, in which we construct a data structure
which will let us check if a point is isolated for a given σ . Second, we give a parallel algorithm using that data structure
and answering queries for a ﬁxed σ , and third we show how to derive an algorithm ﬁnding the optimal σ .
Preprocessing phase, in O (n log2 n) time. As in Theorem 5, we use a balanced binary search tree T to store the vertices
according to their weights. We associate to each internal node the Voronoi diagram of the set it represents. The depth of
the tree is O (logn), and at each level, the canonical sets represent exactly n vertices divided in disjoint sets.
As the Voronoi diagram of n points can be computed in O (n logn) time, the total complexity to construct the n
Voronoi diagrams associated to the internal nodes is thus O (n log2 n): for each level in the tree, the complexity is bounded
by O (n logn), and there are O (logn) levels.
Using the data structure created in this preprocessing phase, we can easily check if each point p connects to a point
with higher weight: for the vertices in Sp,> , the vertex q leading to the lowest σ is the closest from p, because σ only
depends on the distance |pq| and Wp . Given a Voronoi diagram of the point set Sp,> , ﬁnding the point q leading to lowest
σ is a point location problem: by deﬁnition it is the point whose Voronoi cell contains p.
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sets corresponding to the right children of nodes on that path constitutes the set Sp,> . Thus we need to perform a query
in O (logn) Voronoi diagrams, and each query costs O (logn) time. This gives us O (logn) candidates for the closest point,
and a linear search gives us the minimum σ .
So at the end of this phase, we have, for every point p, the minimum value of σ for which it would connect to a point
in Sp,> .
Parallel algorithm for a ﬁxed σ , in O (n log3 n) time. To check if there is no isolated vertex when the graph is built using
a given σ , we start by the preprocessing phase. For the vertices p that are not connected to a point in Sp,> using that value
of σ , we still have to check that they are not connected to a point in Sp,< .
Therefore, we use the following approach: we look for a vertex q ∈ Sp,< such that the edge (p,q) is compatible with the
value of σ . The vertex p is connected to the vertex q if and only if
|pq|
Wq
 σ
We lift the problem to R3 by mapping each vertex q ∈ Sp,< to a plane Pq given by
Pq ≡ 2q1x+ 2q2 y + z = q21 + q22 − σ 2W 2q
where q1 and q2 are respectively the ﬁrst and the second coordinate of the point q. Thus the edge will appear for the
value σ if the point (p1, p2,−p21 − p22) is below Pq:
|pq|
Wq
 σ ⇐⇒ 2q1p1 + 2q2p2 +
(−p21 − p22
)
 q21 + q22 − σ 2 W 2q
⇐⇒ (p1, p2,−p21 − p22
)
is below Pq
By computing the upper envelope of all the planes corresponding to the set Sp,< , we can check if p is connected to any
point of that set. We proceed as follows:
(1) For each node v of T in parallel, we use the parallel 3D convex hull algorithm of Amato and Chow [4], to compute
the upper envelope of the planes deﬁned by points in the subtree rooted at v . This can be achieved using O (n logn)
processors in O (log2 n) time.
(2) For each node v of T in parallel, we use the parallel algorithm of Reif and Sen [21] to build a point location structure
for the upper envelope computed in Step 1—achieved with O (n logn) processors in O (logn) time.
(3) For each point p in parallel, we locate p in each of its O (logn) relevant point location structures to determine whether,
for the current value of σ , the point p is connected to a point of lower weight. We use O (n logn) processors, and
O (logn) time.
(4) For each point p, it is not isolated if it is connected to a point of lower weight, or if σ is greater than the value for p
computed in the preprocessing phase. Using O (n) processors, it takes O (logn) time.
In conclusion, we have a parallel algorithm running in O (n log3 n) total time which checks if there is no isolated vertex
for a ﬁxed σ .
Note that if we are just interested in a sequential algorithm for a ﬁxed σ , we can easily derive a O (n log2 n) time
algorithm using the same approach as for the parallel algorithm, as we can use an optimal 3D convex hull algorithm, which
does not need to be parallel.
Algorithm ﬁnding the lowest σ , in O (n log5 n) time. To ﬁnd the lowest σ , we use the parametric search technique of
Megiddo [19] which transforms a decision algorithm into an optimization algorithm eﬃciently.
We denote by Ts the running time of a sequential decision algorithm A. If Ap is an equivalent parallel algorithm running
in T p parallel steps using P processors, Megiddo proved that the total running time of the optimization algorithm using his
technique is O (P T p + T pTs log P ). By applying this to our decision algorithm for a ﬁxed σ described above, we get, if we
run it on P = n logn processors, that O (n log3 n + log2 n · n log2 n · log(n logn)), which evaluates to O (n log5 n) total time. 
4.2. Connectedness
Next we consider the problem of ﬁnding the minimum value of σ such that Gσ (S) is connected. For this, we apply ideas
used in Boruvka’s algorithm [6,20] for ﬁnding the minimum spanning tree.
Theorem 7. Given a set S of n points in R2 , the connected σ -local graph with minimum σ can be constructed in O (n log7 n) time.
Proof. The algorithm iteratively groups vertices into components, as σ grows, up to the point where there is a single
component. We start with components of size one, i.e., every vertex is isolated. We put every vertex in the leaves of a
binary tree, sorted by component number; the internal nodes of that tree represents (sub-)sets of components. Each internal
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node represents a set of vertices for which we create a secondary data structure as described in Section 4.1, with Voronoi
diagrams and support for circular range queries, to be able to check if any vertex in any of the components represented by
one internal node is isolated.
In the binary tree, we can easily ﬁnd sets covering every vertex in all components but one: from the root of the binary
tree, there is a left-most and a right-most path (see Fig. 4), leading respectively to the ﬁrst and the last leaf of a component.
The left (right resp.) children of the internal nodes on the left- (right- resp.) most path represent covering sets for all the
other components.
Then we ﬁnd the smallest σ which connects one component to any other component by running the no-isolated vertex
algorithm for every point in that component on the points in the other components.
This reduces the number of components by a factor of (at least) two, as every time we scan the whole set of points,
every component gets connected to one other. We continue up to the point where there is only one component; we can
then return the lowest σ .
As the number of components is reduced each time by a factor of two, we repeat the no-isolated vertex algorithm
O (logn) times, on O (logn) sets covering every component but the current one.
The time to initially construct and maintain the structure is dominated by the search of the optimum value; the com-
plexity is thus O (n log7 n). 
4.3. Planar embedding
The last property we analyze is whether the σ -local graph obtained is a planar embedding.6 The following algorithm
allows us to ﬁnd the largest value of σ for which this is the case, and also constructs the corresponding graph in the
meantime.
Theorem 8. Given a set S of n points in R2 , the plane σ -local graph with maximum σ can be constructed in O (n logO (1) n) time.
To prove this theorem, we will ﬁrst need a technical lemma, which will be used later to construct graphs with more
than a given number of edges:
Lemma 9. Given a point set S in R2 , we can ﬁnd the smallest real number σ such that Gσ (S) has n log
3 n log logn edges in
O (n logO (1) n) time.
Proof. First we consider the following decision problem: Given the set S , and given σ , decide if Gσ (S) contains at least K
edges. For this, we could simply execute the algorithm used for Theorem 5 and stop as soon as we have enough edges. But,
since we will later use the parametric search technique [19], we want to make sure that the algorithm can be run in the
PRAM model, so we propose the following alternative approach.
The circular range reporting query in two dimensions corresponds to a half-space query in 3D [1]. Let S ′ be the 3D set
corresponding to S; the procedure described hereunder allows us to perform half-space queries on S ′ .
Let T be a balanced tree that stores the points of S ′ at its leaves, in an arbitrary order. With each node u of T , we store
the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy [10] of the convex hull of all points in the subtree of u.
To answer a query, we are given a plane P in R3 and want all points of S ′ that are below P . We start at the root of T .
Using the Dobkin–Kirkpatrick hierarchy, we can decide in O (logn) time if the convex polyhedron stored at the root
(1) is completely above P : in this case, the query algorithm terminates,
6 We only consider straight-line drawings, i.e., an edge is a line segment between two vertices.
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(3) intersects P : in this case, we recursively query both subtrees of the root.
Let k be the number of points that are below P . The number of nodes of T that are visited by the query algorithm
is O (k logn). At each node, the algorithm spends O (logn) time. Of course, the algorithm can terminate as soon as K edges
have been reported.
These queries can be solved in parallel: in case 3 of the query algorithm, we use two processors. In other words, each
time we branch in the tree, we use an additional processor.7
The decision problem (does Gσ (S) have at least K edges?) can be solved sequentially, in O ((n + K ) log2 n) time; it can
be solved in parallel in O (logO (1) n) time, using n + 2K processors and only algebraic predicates.
This immediately allows us to use the parametric search technique of Megiddo [19] to ﬁnd the smallest σ such that
Gσ (S) contains at least K = n log3 n log logn edges in time O (n logO (1) n). 
The choice of K in the previous proof might sound arbitrary, but is based on a precise evaluation of the log factors in
the complexity of the algorithm: the algorithm runs in O (n log3 n log logn + 2K ) time. However, as the exact complexity is
not needed in the remainder of the paper, we left the details.
Proof of Theorem 8. Using Lemma 9, we can construct in O (n logO (1) n) time a graph containing more than 3n − 6 edges.
We sort these edges by increasing values of σ in O (n logO (1) n) time8 and keep the 3n− 6 ﬁrst ones. This gives us an upper
bound on the value of σ , as a planar graph has 3n − 6 edges or less.
Given a set of n line segments in R2, the algorithm proposed by Bentley and Ottmann [5] returns all pairs of segments
intersecting each other in O ((n + k) logn) time, where k is the number of intersections in the set. The same algorithm can
be used to check if at least one segment intersects with any other, by stopping as soon as it ﬁnds one intersection; this can
be achieved in O (n logn) time.
We do a binary search on the size s of the set of edges (initialized to 3n − 6), using Bentley–Ottmann to check if the
ﬁrst s edges in sorted order intersect or not. This gives a time complexity of O (n log2 n) to determine the maximum value
of σ corresponding to a planar σ -local graph. 
5. Future work
We gave algorithms to construct and check different properties of σ -local graphs. Other properties that we would like
to study include checking whether the resulting graph is a triangulation (or contains a triangulation as subgraph) for a
given σ , and what is the minimum value of σ for this to be true.
Generalization to the kth order, where there is an edge between two vertices if there are less than k other points of the
set in each inﬂuence ball seems feasible by determining the kth nearest neighbor of each vertex and using the distance to
that point as weight. Note however that some care must be taken with our different proofs: for instance Lemma 3 does not
hold anymore, as Ai and Bi could contain k items, and every k2 pairs of items should be considered.
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